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In this fully updated book, options trading innovator George Fontanills arms you
with the knowledge and skills youneed to unleash the phenomenal power of your
computer to become a successful online options trader. Following a concise
review of the basics of online trading--including hardware and software
requirements and essential online resources--Fontanills cuts to the chase with
step-by-step coverage of proven managed risk option trading strategies.
Specifically designed for online traders, these tested off-floor techniques provide
you with a sure-fire method for consistently building up your trading account.
Drawing upon his years as a leading international options educator, Fontanills
makes it easy for you to master online options trading by walking you through a
series of hypothetical trades that demonstrate how to compute the maximum risk,
maximum profit, breakevens, and exit alternatives for each strategy. Trade
Options Online also includes a comprehensive guide to fundamental and
technical analysis methodologies, a detailed list of the best financial resources,
websites analyzed from the point of view of an online options trader, and a review
of the most popular online brokerages. Trade Options Online is your complete
guide to earning a living and making a killing as an online options trader.
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Select and execute the best trades—and reduce risk Rather than teaching options
from a financial perspective, How to Price and Trade Options: Identify, Analyze,
and Execute the Best Trade Probabilities goes back to the Nobel Prize-winning
Black-Scholes model. Written by well-known options expert Al Sherbin, it looks at
the basis for probability theory in option trading and explains how to put the odds
in your favor when trading options. Inside, you'll discover how anyone can
"operate their own casino" if they know how through proper option strategies.
Plus, a supplemental website includes videos that walk you through various
probability scenarios, pre-formatted spreadsheets, and code. All investors should
have a portion of their portfolio set aside for option trades. Not only do options
provide great opportunities for leveraged plays, they can also help you earn
larger profits with a smaller amount of cash outlay. With the help of this book,
traders, active investors, and self-directed investors of all stripes will learn how
simple it can be to deploy probability-based trading strategies. Teaches both
defined and undefined risk strategies Utilizes simple cost basis reduction
strategies to enhance investment returns Draws on unique research studies
Discusses volatility to include both historical (realized) and implied volatility: the
interplay between the two is a key piece of information overlooked by option
traders If you're a trader of any level and want to make the best trades possible,
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this book has you covered.
A brand new collection of powerful insights into successful option trading… 2
pioneering books, now in a convenient e-format, at a great price! 2 remarkable
books help you earn consistent option profits as you tightly control risk! Options
offer immense potential both for high profits and more effective risk management.
Now, in this 2-book collection, two of the world’s most effective option traders
identify the skills and techniques you need to earn consistent profits in these
challenging, high-opportunity markets. In Options for the Beginner and Beyond,
Second Edition, Dr. W. Edward Olmstead teaches options through brief, carefullypaced lessons on option concepts and trading strategies, crystal-clear definitions,
and plenty of real trades. Every lesson builds on its predecessor, explaining
options in plain English, and guiding you all the way to advanced strategies
covered in no other introductory tutorial. Drawing on extensive experience
teaching options and editing a leading options newsletter, Olmstead shows how
to systematically maximize profits and protect capital. From choosing brokers to
working with “the Greeks” and Black-Scholes, it’s all here. This new Second
Edition integrates new coverage of weekly options, and presents updated tax
strategies you simply must know. Then, in Think Like an Option Trader , Michael
Benklifa reveals the secret of success in option trading: thinking like a
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professionaloption trader, not a stock trader. You’ll learn how to get rid of the
massively counterproductive habits you learned in stock trading, and understand
the radically different dynamics of option markets. Then, using practical, simple
examples, Benklifa helps you master trade selection, risk management, and
much more. Leveraging realistic, up-to-date knowledge of how option markets
really work, you can consistently build trades that earn profits, limit risk, even
structure trades for a 90% probability of success! From option trading experts Dr.
W. Edward Olmstead and Michael Benklifa
Would you like to start receiving extra earnings of $100, $200, $500, or even
more, right away? If it sounds impossible to you ... it is because you are not yet
aware of options' enormous potential. Using this tool you can generate a real
alternative salary with online trading. Online Trading 2 in 1 combines my previous
bestsellers to create a unique trading course in options: from the basics to total
independence! I am sure you are thinking: "Investing in the financial markets is
very risky". The answer is no. Or rather, not if you use options. Options are the
most misunderstood financial instrument. Many use them in the wrong way, as if
they were betting on horses, for meaningless speculation. They do not know that
instead they are born as a portfolio protection tool. Learn how to use them to
generate additional low-risk earnings, no matter what the market is going to do,
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you can make money from any situation. The strategies have a very high
probability of success, and are universally recognized as: "The best strategies to
start earning from financial markets ..." Here is a portion of what you will find in
the book: The advantages of using options, since they represent the means with
which professionals invest; The "bricks" to build any strategy that every trader
must know; How can I lower my trades' risk? Use the Greeks like a pro; Step-bystep procedure to place an option trade: earn during this step too!; What are the
best strategies to use if I have a small account? Three entire chapters answers to
this question; "Instant cash" strategies that deliver money in your account right
away; The best way to earn if the market does not move: get an above 10%
monthly ROI with just 2 trades per month; ... plus, two BONUS chapter that will
provide you with the exact criteria to trade positive expected value options +
scalping with options! This is not a summary of theoretical concepts or complex
mathematics, it is instead a book written BY a trader FOR a trader, in which you
will find fundamental concepts explained in a straightforward way and lots of
practical advice to start trading right away. It is written in plain English and is free
from repetitive technical jargon. And if you are still not convinced it is the right
choice for you ... Do you need further information? Do you want to discuss about
market trends? Get in touch and I will be happy to help you with any problem... I
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am just an email away from you! (you can find the address inside the book). You
have to be realistic: in the next 18 - 24 months the economy won't recovery,
millions of people will lose their jobs, others their life savings. The situation is
similar to 2008 after the subprime mortgage crisis. If you care about your
financial health THIS is the book you're looking for! Even if you've never seen the
graph of a single action in your entire life, with the skills you'll get you'll only need
one right decision and you'll have paid at least 10 times the cost of the entire
collection. To get your copy right now and start earning, buy this book RIGHT
NOW!
Unlock the power of Options Trading and start making money today! Are you
looking to get into trading, but you don't know where to begin? Want to know the
difference between a "bearish" and "bullish" Options strategy? Written with the
beginner and layperson in mind, this simple yet vital crash course covers all the
basics of Options Trading and so much more! From learning the fundamental
trading strategies like the different kinds of calls and puts, to knowing how to
manage your risks, now you can dive into the world of trading armed with the
latest knowledge in how to succeed! Inside this powerful Options Trading Crash
Course, you'll discover: How to choose the Options, including the two most
important types of options to make you money The Best Broker for Beginners
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who does not charge commissions to your earnings How get fast profits by
learning how options change in price and what makes them change rapidly What
the Greeks are and How they Can Help You Succeed The 10 Best Strategies to
get Amazing ROI and that you must absolutely know The Secret Method to
evaluate the profitability of a strategy and avoid losing money How to correctly
Manage Risk and Alter Your Mindset to operate in a cold and safe way. The
coslty mistakes to avoid during trading options and that nobody tells you How to
choose Options Platform and Tools to maximize your earnings And So Much
More! With a wealth of tips and tricks to help you with the Options Trading
market, along with all the key strategies guaranteed to help you find success,
now you can revolutionize your mindset and start making money with this
powerful form of trading. Whether you've already tried Options Trading or never
heard of it before, inside this guide you're bound to find vital information that will
help you on your Options Trading journey. So what are you waiting for? Buy Now
to join the countless people succeeding with Options Trading today!
A detailed, one-stop guide for experienced options traders Positional Option
Trading is a rigorous, professional-level guide on sophisticated techniques from
professional trader and quantitative analyst Euan Sinclair. The author has over
two decades of high-level option trading experience. He has written this book
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specifically for professional options traders who have outgrown more basic
trading techniques and are searching for in-depth information suitable for
advanced trading. Custom-tailored to respond to the volatile option trading
environment, this expert guide stresses the importance of finding a valid edge in
situations where risk is usually overwhelmed by uncertainty and unknowability.
Using examples of edges such as the volatility premium, term-structure premia
and earnings effects, the author shows how to find valid trading ideas and details
the decision process for choosing an option structure that best exploits the
advantage. Advanced topics include a quantitative approach for directionally
trading options, the robustness of the Black Scholes Merton model, trade sizing
for option portfolios, robust risk management and more. This book: Provides
advanced trading techniques for experienced professional traders Addresses the
need for in-depth, quantitative information that more general, intro-level options
trading books do not provide Helps readers to master their craft and improve their
performance Includes advanced risk management methods in option trading No
matter the market conditions, Positional Option Trading is an important resource
for any professional or advanced options trader.
What exactly is Day Trading Options? Who participates in the process? Can and
should you be involved to earn by investing money and create a continuous
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income? Day Trading Options is the purchase and sale of a security within a
options trading day. This can happen in any market, but it is more common in the
foreign market (Forex) and the stock market. In general, daily traders are welleducated and well-funded. They use high amounts of leverage and short-term
options trading strategies to take advantage of small price changes in highly
liquid stocks or currencies. Daily Traders serve two critical functions: they keep
markets efficiently through arbitrage and provide much of the markets' liquidity
(especially in the stock market). With this guide, you will plan step by step your
path to achieving a winning options trading strategy. Whatever your options
trading method, you will need a options strategy; whoever decides to invest their
money, regardless of the time horizon, cannot do without a options strategy that
works: why? Because a options trading strategy will allow you to avoid the
emotionality, temptations, the euphoria of successes, and the despair of failures.
In this guide, you will discover: - How To Manage Risk In Day Trading Options To
Stop Loss And Take Profit to help you cut down losses, protect your account to
lose all your money, and stay in the game. - Real and Applicable Techniques To
Earn and Become Independent with options trading to give you the financial
freedom you are looking for, minimizing risks and maximizing profits. - How To
Improve Your Mindset For options trading; not all traders can be rational. If you
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want to invest in Options Trading and become a great trader, you have to learn to
be one; getting the right mindset is crucial to address Options Trading's
emotionality positively. - The Best Technical Analysis to Understand Where and
When Options Trading; too many indicators provide redundant and unnecessary
information that makes them lose sight of the situation; the best rule is, keep it
simple. - Which Market To Trade And With Which Broker; relying on a regulated
and authorized broker is a significant step, such as paying attention to the fact
that the offer of platforms of the broker you are choosing and evaluating is
suitable for your options trading style. - ... & Lot More! Day Trading Options is
probably the most common options trading strategy among individual investors.
Daily fluctuations in exchange rates and the opportunity to leverage a multiplier
make it possible to exchange currency pairs, equities, and many other assets
daily. However, if not applied correctly, even the best options trading strategy will
give rise to unsatisfactory results. This super guide will explain step by step
everything you need to know to start orienting yourself in the world of day options
trading in peace and get the best results without risking your money. So fasten
your seatbelts; you're about to enter one of the most exciting activities in the
world! Order Your Copy Now and Start This Fascinating Adventure In The World
Of Day Trading Options!
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You Are About To Learn How You Can Make 40-75% Or Even More ROI, Far
Higher Than The Traditional Investments That Yield Only 6-8% Return, By
Tapping Into The Unlimited Profit Potential That's In Options Trading! Imagine
having the ability to profit from the sale or purchase of an asset by investing a
small fraction of what that asset is worth. In short, imagine being able to control
assets worth tens of thousands of dollars by investing a few hundred dollars and
earning 40-75% return! Just imagine the potential earnings from such an
investment opportunity... Imagine being able to make money off stocks or forex
without actually selling them or receiving dividends from your stocks... It is insane
and sounds like a scam, right? Well, it is insane but it is not a scam; that is just
what options trading gives you access to! Previously a preserve of trading
professionals, options trading is becoming one of the popular ways through which
ordinary people like you and me get into financial markets all because it doesn't
require too much investment yet the potential returns on investment are massive!
Your cautious mind is probably wondering... What about the risks; isn't it too
risky? How do you keep your exposure to risks low? Is it beginner friendly? How
will you read and interpret the chats and other relevant information that can
influence your decisions if you don't know how to read it yet? And what strategies
do those who are successful in options trading use to succeed? These and many
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others will be the focus of this book! Designed to be a complete guide to options
trading for beginners, this guide will take you from where you are i.e. being a
complete newbie to options trading, to having expert level knowledge on the
inner workings of options trading so that you can start trading right away! In it,
you will learn: The basics of options trading to ensure you get in knowing what it
is all about and why it is a good investment To increase your confidence in
options trading by understanding the language of options, which will help you to
understand this book and any other resource Start trading options from a point of
knowledge, as opposed to going all in blindly, including how to set yourself up for
success from the beginning How to lower your chances of losing money by
making smart decisions that pros make all the time Over 10 powerful strategies
that will mold your psychology for options trading to one similar to that of expert
traders, something that will set you up on the path to massive profits The A-Z of
call spreads, including how to make the most profits out of different spreads like a
BOSS Strategies that BOSS option traders are using to stay high up, including
how to choose one for your unique needs and situation Mistakes that may easily
make you give up options trading thinking it does not work, including how to
avoid them with laser precision Over 10 powerful tips that will keep you in the
options trading game for the long haul, reaping big profits And much more! Don't
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jump into options trading blindly; you will lose. Let this book take you by the hand,
to show you the way - you and your bank account will thank me later! Click Buy
Now With 1-Click or Buy Now to start your journey!
Would you like to start receiving extra earnings of $100, $200, $500, or even more, right away?
If it sounds impossible to you ... it is because you are not yet aware of options' enormous
potential. If you want to start creating an alternative income source, financial markets are
exactly what you need. Investing is not always risky: in fact, options were conceived as a
portfolio protection tool. At the same time, however, they allow for much greater returns than
other financial instruments, including shares. In this Options Trading The Bible, you will
discover: - Learn the basics of options trading and investing - Understand the purchase of
trading stock options - Find out the top reasons to trade options - Discover advanced trading
strategies - Avoid common beginner mistakes when trading in the zone - And That's Not All!
Besides, you will also learn: - Day trading basics - 10 tips for successful day trading - Swing
trading basics - Special tips for swing traders With the income you will receive from a single
trade you will be able to recoup over 10 times the cost of this book. To get your copy right now
and start earning, click "Add to Cart"
We live in an era where people are continually looking for ways to make money. There is an
influx in the number of people investing in options trading. Some are lucky enough to make a
fortune while others end up drowning their finances due to lack of necessary skills. If you are
new to the option trading industry, worry not because here's a beginner's guide to the best
trading tactics that will completely transform your income. You could also have tried options
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trading and probably failed, but you can change that narrative by applying the information
availed in this book. The book offers guidelines that are easy to follow and practice. It provides
very resourceful information that will change the way you trade. Here are some of the items
discussed in the book: Getting started in options trading Meaning of stock options The reason
why one should trade-in options Option trading strategies Managing option positions
Understanding stock prices Buying stock procedures Trading fundamentals This book was
written with you in mind. It seeks to transform people's perception towards options trading. The
book reveals all the information one needs to know about options trading. It has been written
with a lot of commitment and dedication to ensure that it is helpful to anyone reading it. Novice
traders are highly recommended to get a copy of this book. It will change the way you trade in
options and act as a way to achieve future success. The book is more like dummies guide into
options trading. Investing in trading is a worthy investment, especially if you know how to trade.
It allows you to earn a lot of money in the comfort of your bed or while traveling anywhere
across the world. The idea is to make a lot while working smart and not necessarily by working
hard. You get to apply skills and tactics to double your earnings without using much effort. To
successfully earn out of it, you need to have an understanding of trading options, which is why
I have compiled a book that makes this process easier for you. By reading this book, you are in
a better position of becoming an expert in trading options. The information has been provided
in a way that everyone can understand. Trading is like playing chess; you either win or lose,
depending on how smart you are. Amateurs tend to lose a lot by trading without the necessary
skills and end up incurring huge losses, which makes them conclude that trading is a scam.
Contrary to this belief, trading is a minefield that can create unimaginable wealth, especially if
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you have mastered the art. If you are searching for a way to acquire financial freedom, this is
the perfect solution for anyone willing to learn the skills and practically apply them. I guarantee
that if you can get the skills right, then nothing can stop you from making a fortune out of option
trading. This is a book that will transform your life. It has been written to create a breed of
experts in options trading. It will leave you minting thousands in a matter of weeks and get you
rich faster than you could imagine. By opening this book, you have already taken the first step
in acknowledging that you need to learn which puts you in a position of quickly understanding
the secret trading strategies that will lead you into becoming a good trader.
Options Trading The book describes options in detail. An option is one type of in-vestment
which offers a different kind of opportunity to experienced investors. To make great trades
consistently, you need a solid strategic plan. On top of all this, options aren't simply buying
something cheap and sell-ing it at a higher price to make a profit. It's infinitely more complex
than that. There are basically two types of options namely the call op-tions and the put options,
but they're simultaneously two kinds of strategies too. You purchase in one and sell in the
other. It all de-pends on your inclination towards being bearish or bullish. But op-tions wouldn't
be complicated at all if there were just these two strat-egies. This book will help you
understand concepts such as why long-term investments require knowledge on cash flow,
earnings, book value, return on earnings, etc. ? These concepts are fundamentals when it
comes to stock analysis. On the other hand, if you want to enter swing trading or short-term
investment, you should also know the technicalities of stock trading. This information is
essential in order to decrease the risk of losing.
Do you want to live a life of freedom, flexibility, and endless amounts of income? If so then
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keep reading… Do you have problems getting started with options trading? Not knowing the
best techniques for multiplying your cashflow? Predicting big price moves? Or Not knowing the
meaning of Greek variables? If you do, within this book many of the top leaders in the field
have shared their knowledge on hot overcome these problems and more, most of which have
10+ years worth of experience. In The Advanced options trading guide, you will discover: - A
simple trick you can do for predicting big price moves! - The best strategies for multiplying your
cashflow! - The one method you should follow for learning “The Greeks” faster! - Why
understanding the fundamentals of put and call options will set you up for success! Understanding why some people will fail to make money with options trading! - And much,
much more. The proven methods and pieces of knowledge are so easy to follow. Even if
you’ve never heard of options trading before, you will still be able to get to a high level of
success. So, if you don’t just want to transform your bank account but instead revolutionize
your life, then click “Buy Now” in the top right corner NOW!
Brian Johnson, a professional investment manager with many years of trading and teaching
experience, is the author of two pioneering books on options: 1) Option Strategy Risk / Return
Ratios: A Revolutionary New Approach to Optimizing, Adjusting, and Trading Any Option
Income Strategy, and 2) Exploiting Earnings Volatility: An Innovative New Approach to
Evaluating, Optimizing, and Trading Option Strategies to Profit from Earnings Announcements.
His new in-depth (100+ page) article, Option Income Strategy Trade Filters, represents the
culmination of years of research into developing a systematic framework for optimizing the
timing of Option Income Strategy (OIS) trades. His research was based on the analysis of
15,434 OIS trades, each with a comprehensive set of objective, tradable entry and exit rules.
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The results for each of the 15,000 plus trades were scaled to a constant dollar amount at risk,
to ensure all trades were equally-weighted when calculating the performance metrics. The
back-test results were all based on actual option prices and are summarized in this article for a
selection of back-testing filters, making this one of the most comprehensive studies of option
income strategy results ever published. The results of over 100 different back-tests are
provided. The OIS strategy back-test results for ten different types of filters are evaluated in
this article, including unique filter combinations that delivered exceptional results. A custom
market-edge hypothesis was created in advance for each filter type, which was then used to
evaluate the filter-specific results. This critical step helped identify robust, exploitable
relationships, rather than spurious correlations. Several of the resulting filters generated over
95% winning trades, with average returns of over six percent per trade (including losing
trades). The ratios of cumulative gains to cumulative losses were over 20 to 1 for a few of the
best performing filters. Option Income Strategy Trade Filters is written in a clear,
understandable fashion and provides detailed examples of how to create and test market-edge
hypotheses using the recent advances in back-testing software. Very few formulas were
included. As a result, the material in the article should be accessible to all option traders.
Useful for traders with a wide range of option trading experience, this practical guide begins
with a detailed review of option income strategies, including basic examples that provide the
requisite foundation for subsequent chapters. Portions of this crucial background material also
appeared in Brian Johnson's first book: Option Strategy Risk / Return Ratios. Chapter 2
includes a comprehensive description of the option income strategy, position model, and trade
plan used to generate the back-test data. Every entry and exit rule is explained in detail,
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including actual graphical examples. The performance metrics for the 15,434 unfiltered OIS
trades are summarized at the end of this chapter, which provide a performance benchmark for
evaluating the effectiveness of the trade filters introduced in the next three chapters. The trade
filters are grouped by classification, with a chapter devoted to each class or type. The marketedge hypotheses and corresponding results for trend filters are analyzed in Chapter 3. Unlike
trend filters, discriminating filters exclude an increasing percentage of trades as the filter
condition or threshold becomes more extreme or restrictive. The discriminating filter marketedge hypotheses and results are analyzed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 is devoted entirely to a very
unique and powerful example of a discriminating filter: the OIS Universal Filter (OISUF). The
final chapter examines practical considerations and prospective applications of trade filters and
other resources in managing option income strategies in actual market conditions.
The complete guide to profiting by taking targeted, shortterm option positions timed to exploit
quarterly earnings announcements. • •A powerful short-term trading technique that any
investor or trader can master and use, regardless of their previous experience. •Draws on the
latest research on market reactions to earnings announcements: empirical findings based on
huge samples, not intuition or cherry-picking. •Shows how to minimize market risk, and
structure trades to profit wherever the market moves. This is the first practical, hands-on guide
to profiting from earnings announcements. Writing for investors and traders at all experience
levels, the authors show how to take targeted, short-term option positions that are explicitly
timed to exploit the information in companies' quarterly earnings announcements. They first
present powerful findings of cutting-edge studies that have examined market reactions to
quarterly earnings announcements, regularities of earnings surprises, and option trading
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around corporate events. Drawing on enormous data sets, they identify the types of earnings
announcement trades most likely to yield profits, based on the predictable impacts of variables
such as firm size, visibility, past performance, analyst coverage, forecast dispersion, volatility,
and the impact of restructurings and acquisitions. Next, they provide real examples of
individual stocks--and, in some cases, conduct large sample tests--to guide investors in taking
advantage of these documented regularities. Finally, they discuss crucial nuances and pitfalls
that can powerfully impact performance. From start to finish, Earnings Based Option Trades
reflects the authors' proven approach to teaching in top MBA classrooms. It fully explains
underlying theory, presents rigorous research to support the theory, translates theory into
actionable, well-honed strategies, and shows how to execute those strategies with real-world,
plain-English examples.
In Options Made Easy, Second Edition, Guy Cohen clearly explains everything you need to
know about options in plain English so that you can start trading fast and make consistent
profits in any market, bull or bear! Simply and clearly, the author reveals secrets of options
trading that were formerly limited to elite professionals–and exposes the dangerous myths that
keep investors from profiting. As you set out on your options journey, you'll learn interactively
through real-life examples, anecdotes, case studies, and pictures. Guy Cohen is your friendly
expert guide, helping you pick the right stocks, learn the right strategies, create the trading
plans that work, and master the psychology of the winning trader. Master all the essentials–and
put them to work Options demystified so that you can get past the fear and start profiting!
Learn the safest ways to trade options Identify high-probability trades that lead to consistent
profits Design a winning Trading Plan–and stick to it Understand your risk profile and discover
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exactly when to enter and exit your trades Choose the right stocks for maximum profit Screen
for your best opportunities–stocks that are moving–or are about to move Discover the optimum
strategies for you Match your trading strategies to your personal investment goals No bull! The
realities and myths of the markets What you must know about fundamental and technical
analysis
A leading expert unveils his unique methodology for options trading Options provide a high
leverage approach to trading that can significantly limit the overall risk of a trade or provide
additional income. Yet, many people fail to capitalize on this potentially lucrative opportunity
because they mistakenly believe that options are risky. Now options expert Andrew Keene
helps aspiring investors to enter this sector by explaining the principles of the options market
and showing readers how to utilize calls and puts successfully. Leading options expert Andrew
Keene demystifies the basics of options trading Debunks the myth that call purchases are
synonymous with being bullish and that put purchases are bearish Lays out in detail two
distinct proprietary trading plans readers can follow Explains how to trade using market maker
techniques and tricks from the trading floor to help with his probabilities in options trading
Andrew Keene is best known for reading unusual options activity and seeing what others don't.
Now he shares what he knows in a book that opens the opportunities of options trading to any
investor.
A top options trader details a practical approach for pricing and trading options in any market
condition The options market is always changing, and in order to keep up with it you need the
greeks—delta, gamma, theta, vega, and rho—which are the best techniques for valuing options
and executing trades regardless of market conditions. In the Second Edition of Trading Options
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Greeks, veteran options trader Dan Pasarelli puts these tools in perspective by offering fresh
insights on option trading and valuation. An essential guide for both professional and aspiring
traders, this book explains the greeks in a straightforward and accessible style. It skillfully
shows how they can be used to facilitate trading strategies that seek to profit from volatility,
time decay, or changes in interest rates. Along the way, it makes use of new charts and
examples, and discusses how the proper application of the greeks can lead to more accurate
pricing and trading as well as alert you to a range of other opportunities. Completely updated
with new material Information on spreads, put-call parity and synthetic options, trading
volatility, and advanced option trading is also included Explores how to exploit the dynamics of
option pricing to improve your trading Having a comprehensive understanding of the greeks is
essential to long-term options trading success. Trading Options Greeks, Second Edition shows
you how to use the greeks to find better trades, effectively manage them, and ultimately,
become more profitable.
A guide to personal finance for people over fifty covers such topics as stocks, insurance,
annuities, tax-exempt bonds, long-term care, and real estate.
IT'S TIME TO BOOST YOUR INVESTMENTS If you have been trying to 'trade' for a long time
and still do not achieve results, the time of changing that reality has come! We present you the
Bundle Options Trading. There are 6 books! Yes, you can get the entire collection for the price
of one, take advantage today. MAKE REAL THE LIFESTYLE YOU WANT Today is the day!
Today you can start a new story. Maybe you started to do 'Trading' with great enthusiasm, and
you have already thought about leaving to dedicate yourself to something else because you
have not found it profitable. Stop for a moment! This is the definitive guide, the one that will
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allow you to know your investment options, techniques, tips, tricks and formulas that are
already proven in 'Trading'. It is time to start enjoying the benefits. Dare to buy this book and
begin a new era of financial prosperity and abundance. THE BEST 'BEST SWING AND DAY'
STRATEGIES AT YOUR DISPOSAL In this book, we gather the strategies that will help you
maximize your profits. You will also know how to manage your emotions to face risks within
your possibilities. Surprise yourself by obtaining truly incredible results, which will take you to
another level in the world of investments. Trading is the best way to earn passive income; you
just have to learn to do it like a professional. That is why in this 6 in 1 Bundle we do not keep
any secrets. You will find everything you need to know to enhance your benefits. This bundle
include: Options Trading Forex Trading Stock Market Investing for Beginners Day Trading
Forex Swing Trading Stock Trading for Beginners IDENTIFY YOUR INVESTOR PROFILE
AND SCALE IN 'TRADING'. Trading is scalable. The mistake of many newbies is waiting for
luck or venturing into operations that exceed their knowledge. If you want to have a good
experience, you must go step by step and need to be guided by experts. This Bundle is like a
team of experts giving you support, one more reason to buy it today. All content has been
designed to help you get the best results. So, start your journey to trading success today. This
bundle is all you will need. It is equivalent to a complete course and you can have it today at a
sale price. What are you waiting for? BUY NOW Bundle Options Trading! Surprise your friends
with your financial operations and enjoy prosperity and abundance.
Stock Options Trading StrategiesThe Best Step-By-Step Guide to Learn How to Trade Stocks
and Discover How TOP Traders Invest. the Best Strategies to Help You Create Your Financial
FreedomIndependently Published
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Do you want to live a life of freedom, flexibility and endless amounts of income? If so then keep
reading… Do you have problems choosing the correct stocks to trade? Reducing your risk when
trading? Knowing the best strategies for day trading? Or even selecting the best time to trade?
If you do, within this book many of the top leaders in the field have shared their knowledge on
hot overcome these problems and more, most of which have 10+ years worth experience. In
The Advanced Day Trading Guide, you will discover: - A simple trick you can do to find the
most profitable stocks to day trade! - The best day trading strategies for making the most
money in the shortest amount of time! - The one method you should follow for becoming a
successful day trader! - Why selecting the best time to trade can help you double the amount
you make in a day! - Understanding why some people will fail to make money day trading! And much, much more. The proven methods and pieces of knowledge are so easy to follow.
Even if you’ve never heard of Day trading before, you will still be able to get to a high level of
success. So, if you don’t just want to transform your bank account but instead revolutionize
your life, then click “Buy Now” in the top right corner NOW!
The book describes options in detail. An option is one type of investment that offers a different
kind of opportunity to experienced investors. To make great trades consistently, you need a
solid strategic plan. On top of all this, options aren't simply buying something cheap and selling
it at a higher price to make a profit. It's infinitely more complex than that. There are basically
two types of options namely the call options and the put options, but they're simultaneously two
kinds of strategies too. Your purchase in one and sell in the other. It all depends on your
inclination towards being bearish or bullish. But options wouldn't be complicated at all if there
were just these two strategies. This book will help you understand concepts such as why longPage 23/41
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term investments require knowledge on cash flow, earnings, book value, return on earnings,
etc. These concepts are fundamentals when it comes to stock analysis. On the other hand, if
you want to enter swing trading or short-term investment, you should also know the
technicalities of stock trading. This information is essential in order to decrease the risk of
losing.
?? 55% off for Bookstores! Now at $ 29,99 instead of $ 46,48 ?? Are you looking for investment
opportunities? Do you want to increase your earnings? Do you want to have a passive
income? If yes, this is the right book for you to achieve that goal... Your customers will never
stop using this book. With options trading is much easy to start, you just need to dedicate a
little time per day and moderate knowledge of options. With this book, it will be even easier
because you will have access to all the fundamental principles to make the most of this
enormous opportunity. The strategies and methods explained in "options trading" by the
trading school allow 1499 people to earn at least $ 10k per month from options trading. In this
book you'll find: 1. Options trading for beginners: The Guide for Beginners to Learn How Trade
Options, How to Make Profit for a Life, How to Create Passive Income by Working from Home
2. Options trading strategies: The Most Effective Strategies In Options Trading. Learn How To
Build Your Own Arsenal Of Tailored Strategies And Invade The Options Market 3. Options
trading crash course: The Complete Step-By-Step Beginners Guide To Monetize with Small
Capitals Using Statistical Advantages, Tips, And Techniques In Options Trading 4. Swing
trading with Options: Trade and make money with Swing Trading. Learn the best strategies for
creating your passive income for a living, and become a successful swing trader 5. Day
Trading with Options: Trade and make money with Day Trading. Learn the best strategies for
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creating your passive income for a living, includes tips and tricks You don't miss this
unrepeatable opportunity...so, don't waste time! Buy it now and let your customers get addicted
to this amazing book.
If you've always wanted to learn how Options Trading works and understand every aspect of it
in a short time to achieve the desired profits, then keep reading. Would you like to make major
stock market profits, only having to invest hundreds of dollars, rather than having to spend
years and thousands of dollars methodically investing? What if you could earn an ROI of 40%,
50%, or even 100%? Would you like to earn regular income on a weekly basis from the stock
market? All of this and more is possible while trading options. Sadly, few individual traders
understand what options are even if they know they exist. Options trading has long been seen
as too hard for the guy or gal off the street to understand, and it has long seemed to be an
insider’s game. What if I told you that anyone can trade options and earn significant profits
doing so? In this book you are going to find the exact same steps professional options traders
use to earn consistent profits from the stock market. Maybe the best news is that you can do it
at any level or time commitment that fits your lifestyle. Want to earn $500 a month in profit? Or
maybe $1,000 a month, or $10,000 a month? You could even be thinking about earning
$100,000 a month. The most exciting thing about options, is that you can earn all of these and
more, and you can do it using different trading methods and without having to sink in a large
amount of capital to get started. In this book you will learn: Why you only need a few hundred
dollars to get started. How to earn a massive profit with a huge ROI on stock market price
moves. Ways to earn money on declining stock prices. The joys of earning an income from
options each and every single week. You may even be able to quit your job! The different types
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of options there are – we’ll demystify calls and puts for you. The most common options trading
strategies used on the markets by professionals. Learn all about the Iron Condor and Iron
Butterfly. Find out how people are earning regular income from vertical spreads. Discover the
joys of “selling naked”. And much, much more! So, don’t delay another minute. Find out how
you can become a successful trader in the world of options contracts. You will find it not only to
be easy to learn but truly rewarding to see yourself putting practical information to work for you.
Best of all, you don’t need an advanced degree in business or finance. Everything you need to
get started is right here. Download this book today and begin your new career as an
independent options trader. We are confident that you will hit the ground running. Many others
have done it, too. You can take full advantage of this lucrative opportunity to escape the rat
race and be well on your way to financial independence. All you need is a little nudge in the
right direction. So, here it is! Don’t wait any longer. Let’s get started on making the most of the
opportunities the stock market has to offer, Scroll Up and Click the BUY NOW Button to Get
Your Copy!

Practical trading tools and techniques developed by Zacks Investment Research
While there are many stock trading systems on the market today, that use a
variety of different approaches and indicators, the approach used by Zacks
Investment Research is built around the number one driver of stock prices:
company earnings. Based on Zacks Research Wizard product, this book
provides you with market beating stock selection techniques and advice on how
to build your own stock selection system. This practical guide discloses several
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trading methods that have outperformed the market for a long period of time and
shows you how to screen stocks and develop selection criteria to build various
types of stock portfolios, such as aggressive growth; growth and income;
momentum; and value. Highlights several of Zacks trading methods that have
outperformed the market for extended periods of time Discusses how to create
customized systems incorporating elements of the Zacks approach with other
types of fundamental and technical data Includes a 30-day free subscription to
Zacks Research Wizard software Written with the serious investor in mind,
Finding #1 Stocks will put you in a better position to excel in today's dynamic
markets.
Do you want to live the ultimate life of freedom, flexibility, and endless amounts of
income? If so then keep reading… Do you have problems getting started with day
trading or stock investing? Not knowing how to reduce your risks when investing?
Choosing the best stocks to trade? Or even selecting the best time to trade? If
you do, within this book many of the top leaders in the field have shared their
knowledge on how to overcome these problems and more, most of which have
10+ years worth of experience. In The Advanced Stock Market and Day Trading
Guide, you will discover: - A simple trick you can do to find the most profitable
stocks to trade and invest in! - The best day trading strategies for making the
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most money in the shortest amount of time! - The one method you should follow
for becoming a successful trader and investor! - Why selecting the best time to
trade and invest can help you double the amount you make in a day! Understanding why some people will lose money investing in the stock market! And much, much more. The proven methods and pieces of knowledge are so
easy to follow. Even if you’ve never tried stock trading and investing before, you
will still be able to get to a high level of success. So, if you don’t just want to
transform your bank account but instead revolutionize your life, then click “Buy
Now” in the top right corner NOW!
Here's The Options Trading Course That Will Make You A Master Trader - Even
If You Have Zero Experience! Do you want a complete crash course to know all
you need about OPTIONS TRADING, investing strategies and how to make a
profit? Do you want to create a passive income working from home? Do you want
the best swing and day investing strategies on how to make money and
maximize your profit in the market, becoming an intelligent and profitable
investor? If yes, then keep reading! Discover The Complete Options Trading
Course: 2 BOOKS IN 1 - A Beginner's Guide + The Best Swing and Day
Investing Strategies. 'Options Trading for Beginners' will help you in
understanding the basic concepts of options trading. It will show you ways people
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can make money in the options trade as well as things that can cause losses. It
will give you tips on understanding the risks and avoiding temptations. This Book
Covers: - Basic Options Strategies - Risk Management - Pitfalls to Avoid Volatility in the Markets - Tips and Tricks in Stocks - Important Trading Rules to
Follow - How to Become a Millionaire with Options Trading - Predicting Directions
and more. This trading book thoroughly covers all that you have to think about
options trading, running from the major rudiments straight up to cutting edge
strategies. If you are a finished apprentice, you will discover all the data you have
to begin, clarified straightforwardly. If you are a progressively experienced trader
hoping to extend your insight, at that point, you will discover a lot of cutting edge
topics that will assist you with improving your trading abilities, particularly options
trading. This OPTIONS TRADING BUNDLE 2 IN 1 also includes 'Options
Trading: The Best Swing and Day Investing Strategies', which is aimed at both
novices and seasoned traders alike. Beginners can use the book as a stepping
stone to advanced techniques, while experienced traders can use the book as a
reference to understand the advanced trading techniques and strategies. We'll
show you exactly how, and we'll explain the exact strategies the experts use to
earn big-time profits. This book will focus on the following: - Step guide on how to
make money with options - The risk of not investing - How to maximize profits Page 29/41
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How does day trading work? - Differences and similarities between day trading
and swing trading - What is financial leverage? - Technical analysis - Sector
analysis and more You will also learn how to take profits, how to re-enter the
markets, and how to automate your trades so that you are free to do other things.
This book takes you slowly through these crucial subjects so that you are ready
to begin trading within the shortest time possible! Ready to get started? Click
"Buy Now"!
Do you want to make 20/30% a year with stock market in just 30 mins a day?
Then keep reading... You have probably heard a lot of hype about options lately.
Many people are presenting options as an exciting and sure way to make money.
But is that really true? In this book we are going to reveal all the secrets about
options, and how professional options traders are able to make money month-tomonth and even build up wealth over time. Can you imagine having a life of
financial freedom where you are in control of your life and not having to answer to
any boss? This is possible using options trading - but you have to know the right
way to go about it. Options trading is something that requires specialized
knowledge. In this book, we are going to teach you all of the major options
strategies that are used to either generate quick profits by moving with trends in
the markets, taking advantage of surprising stock moves and even earning
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regular income payments the way the pros do. See why it's a good strategy you
can use if you own shares of stock in order to make the stock generate income
for you. Find out why selling protected puts is not the best way to use your
money. Discover the secrets behind one of the best options trading strategy, and
how you can use them to make regular income, week-to-week. Find out what
another top options trading strategy is, and why you might need to use it to make
profits. The big boys always seem to make money no matter which direction the
stock goes after earnings calls and other big events. Find out how you can do it
too, and make huge profits in the process. Learn how to use credit spreads to
earn income in good and bad times alike. The reason that buying call options and
hoping to profit is not the best strategy is revealed. Find out how to improve the
probability of winning on trade using debit spreads. Find out how to short the
markets using put options. The secret ways to use credit spreads to make a living
in the markets is revealed. Learn how to calculate margin requirements for selling
naked put and call options. Filled with many specific examples using real options
so that you can understand how to trade now. You've waited long enough to start
making an income from options trading so that you can have fun and live a life of
financial independence. Start taking control over your financial future right now by
downloading this book so that you can learn and use the stock options strategies
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that until now were only available to professional options traders. Download this
book today to get started! Then, if you want the best Passive Incomes' strategies,
scroll up the page and click "Add to Cart" now!
An introduction to the basics of online trading offers investors information on
trading options and managing investments safely and profitably
What is the Optioneering Strategy The Optioneering Strategy is an options
trading strategy that was developed and perfected over the past 4 1/2 years. The
options strategy finds its roots in market statistics and is designed to minimize
risk. The fundamental difference between the Optioneering strategy and any
other stock or options trading strategy available today is that the Optioneering
Strategy is a "Reactive Strategy". Practically all stock picking and option trading
strategies (books and websites) are focused on helping investors more
accurately "predict" the direction of a stock or the underlying market. With the
Optioneering Strategy you don't need to predict which way the market is going to
go you just need to react to it. Trying to predict what a stock or the stock market
will do tomorrow, next week or next hour is impossible for the average investor.
The number of inputs that move the markets on a day to day, hour by hour,
minute by minute time frame are impossible to comprehend. Earnings, politics,
economic data, geopolitical news, weather, terrorism, commodities, interest
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rates, the Fed, etc all move the markets. How can anyone possibly predict where
the market will go next week, next month or next year with all these variables?
Well some people out there claim they can. The spectrum is broad form
charlatans who operate websites making ridiculous claims to professional
financial advisers. Lets reflect on this for a moment. If you am ill, you see your
doctor, you expect with a high degree of confidence that he/she will come to a
diagnosis that is accurate and prescribe the necessary medication to see that
you get better. How can a financial adviser "diagnose" the markets, a disease
with constantly changing symptoms. They may claim they can but I would bet
statistically they are no better than flipping a coin. Safety First A key objective of
the Optioneering Strategy is to minimize risk. A strategy whereby if a loss were to
occur it would not wipe out months of profit or wipe us out completely like so
many other option strategies. The basic strategy is founded on establishing setup
positions each month that generate a profit consistently. The setups involve a
combination of debit calendar spreads and reverse credit calendar spreads.
There are 7 basic rules, 4 on setup and 3 for closing. If you follow the rules
losses will remain small and profits will be maximized. A lot of other books on
option strategies will tell you how the strategies work but they won't tell you how
to consistently generate profits by applying them. They still require you to
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correctly "bet" on market direction. Applying standard option trading strategies in
a predictive manner is no better than flipping a coin and runs the risk of
generating large losses. Minimal Capital I started with $20,000, but one could
easily get started with as little as $5000 to $10,000. The Optioneering Strategy is
structured to minimized risk and margin. It is a brilliantly leveraged, yet a well
hedged strategy that generates a profit 84% of the time. Over 4 1/2 years I grew
$20,000 to over $200,000. During that period I placed 44 trade set ups of which
37 generated a profit and 7 resulted in a loss. The average or 37 monthly profits
was $5,350 and the average of 7 monthly losses was $1950. Minimal Time
Invested Other than making money saving time is the second best part of the
strategy. Most days I spend 1 to 2 minutes a day just checking the market. Really
just keeping an eye on it in the event I need to "react" to the market action. On
my setup days it takes me about 10 minutes to get my order in and set. That's it!
Minimal time invested. I don't need to know the news that drives the market and I
don't really care. I only need to react to the market if it moves to prescribed limits
we establish with each setup trade. "Getting time back is the best part of the
Optioneering Strategy. I can focus on work and spend more time with my family"
Less Stress and Anxiety With the Optioneering Strategy you place the exact
same type of trades every month at the same time, regardless of what the market
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has done or is doing. There are a total of 7 rules to follow and they guide you on
setting up the trade and exiting the trade. Investment stress and anxiety are
rooted in trying to decide if you should buy, sell or hold your positions. With the
Optioneering Strategy there is none of that as you have certainly in what to do
when entering and exiting every trade. Getting Started Whether you are familiar
with options or not the Optioneering Strategy is written with the novice in mind.
Not only will it inform you of what you need to know but walks you through every
trade placed over the past 4 1/2 years. Every trade contains a chart, historic
options chain data and commentary on every trade. The Optioneering Strategy
allows you to take control of your financial future. That's what I did and I'm now
sharing this experience with you.
Have you been hearing a lot about options trading lately, including how they don't
require too much upfront cash and many other benefits, and are curious to start
trading options but don't know where to start? And are you looking for a
comprehensive guide that will hold you by the hand until you make money trading
options? If you've answered YES, keep reading… You Are About To Discover
Exactly How To Venture Into The World Of Options Trading Fully Confident Of
What To Do At Different Times And The Strategies You Should Use To Trade
Options Like The Pros, While Keeping Your Exposure To Risks Low And
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Opening Yourself For Maximum Returns! If a stock is trading at $50 per share,
you'd have to part with $5,000 to purchase 100 shares (that's excluding fees and
commissions). But if you don't have all that money, you can still choose to control
the same number of shares with about $150. Crazy, huh? Well, if you're a stock
options trader, it isn't! When you purchase options instead of stocks, your cost of
entry is decreased tremendously. That would mean a lot of things but if you ask
me, the fact that you're risking less and leaving more investing capital free for
other investments is everything! Unfortunately, that's not the only advantage- not
even close, so save your excitement for when you get to learn about the
leverage, flexibility, profit margins and risk- not to mention, how easy it is to get
started! Interested to learn more? Or are you wondering: What are options, and
how are they different from regular stocks? How do they work? How do you get
started? What are the techniques to ensure you succeed with them? What are
the risks? If you are, then brace yourself for a short exciting journey that will turn
you into a professional trader in no time, so keep reading. Here's a tiny bit of
what you'll learn from this book: The basics of options, including what they are
and why they're important The categories of options and why index options are
great Why you need to get into options trading The risks you should be prepared
for How options are priced How to buy or sell options in different ways How to
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buy call options like a professional trader How to buy put options using the best
strategies The best techniques to sell covered call options The best techniques to
sell naked call options The best strategies to offer put options What you need to
know about trading signals and signal providers How to avoid the five most
common mistakes …And much more! Yes, even if the idea of options trading
seems too advanced and 'PhD level' to you right now, this book will break down
everything using simple language to ensure you have an above average
understanding of options trading so that you trade without losing money! Scroll
up and click Buy Now With 1-Click or Buy Now to get started!
You'll learn the most important part of making and keeping your money is risk
management. This subject, in particular, you'll want to cover more than once until
you grasp it, this is the singular subject that will keep you profitable. Learn this
correctly, and you'll grow your account despite only being profitable 50% of the
time. True, being right about your trades more times than you are not will make
you more money, but how do you survive the learning curve? It's is also the key
to staying an options trader, and you will outlast many traders give up because
they simply couldn't survive the learning curve before the money dwindled. Inside
this book, you'll discover: -How to choose the Options, including the two most
important types of options to make you money -The Best Broker for Beginners
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who do not charge commissions to your earnings -How to get fast profits by
learning how options change in price and what makes them change rapidly What the Greeks are and How they Can Help You Succeed -The 10 Best
Strategies to get Amazing ROI and that you must absolutely know -The Secret
Method to evaluate the profitability of a strategy and avoid losing money -How to
correctly Manage Risk and Alter Your Mindset to operate coldly and safely. -The
costly mistakes to avoid during trading options and that nobody tells you -How to
choose Options Platform and Tools to maximize your earnings -And So Much
More!
A practical guide to unlocking the power of option spreads When dealing with option spreads
your looking to purchase one option in conjunction with the sale of another option. If managed
properly, these spreads can provide experienced investors with the potential for large returns
without undertaking a great deal of risk. Option Spread Trading provides a comprehensive, yet
easy-to-understand explanation of option spreads, and shows you how to select the best
spread strategy for any given market outlook. Along the way, author Russell Rhoads discusses
spread strategies that can be used to profit from a strong up or down directional move in a
stock, a stagnant market, or a highly volatile market. He also details how you can harness the
leverage of options to create a low-risk position that provides the potential for a big profit. All
manner of spreads are covered, from calendar and horizontal spreads to vertical and diagonal
spreads Highlights how you can monitor and adjust an existing spread position and provides
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tips on how to exit a spread trade Includes exercises and examples to test and reinforce your
knowledge of the concepts presented Option spread trading has become increasingly popular
with active traders and investors. Gain a better understanding of this powerful approach with
Option Spread Trading as your guide.
Most people are interested in trading but are afraid of starting out. The main reason is that they
do not have the right information and tips. The step you took to download this book one of the
important ones in your life. If you have been looking for a book that is engaging and readily
available, this is the right one for you. You will get all the important information you need to
make you confident and guarantee your success in trading. You will find well-illustrated
chapters and sub-chapters that are easy to read through and easily comprehend. All the
information here is well-researched, updated, and factual. You will know the strategies that will
help in Day Trading, Options Trading and Swing Trading. Also, money management is a broad
topic that you will need to properly understand. You need to know what money management
means, its basics, and the best skills for it. You also need to know the benefits, strategies
used, and the mistakes to avoid in money management. Different apps are used in money
management, expense tracking, and budgeting. If you want to know more you must do only
one thing... Scroll up and click the buy now button!
A comprehensive yet simplified guide to the complex world of options investing and risk
management Before trading derivatives, one needs to understand the secrets and mechanics
behind the options market. Your Options Handbook: The Practical Reference and Strategy
Guide to Trading Options offers a straightforward, practical explanation of the options
marketplace, including its origins, the mechanics of the market, and how to profit from trading
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options. Walks you through the stock and option markets from a professional's perspective, but
uses plain language and simple analogies Discusses different trading strategies based upon
whether one's opinion of the market is bullish, bearish, or neutral Details market players, useful
tips, and trading psychology, and explains how options are priced Options are a versatile
trading instrument that typically cost less and can have lower risk than stocks. They also offer
investors a unique edge and lucrative opportunities that are not available to stock only traders.
Your Options Handbook helps investors fully understand the options market, allowing them to
enter the sector with greater ease.
A comprehensive resource for understanding and trading weekly options Weekly options are
traded on all major indices, as well as high volume stocks and ETFs. They continue to surge in
popularity, accounting for as much as twenty percent of daily options volume. And while
existing options strategy can be used with weeklys, they are particularly conducive to premium
selling strategies and short-term trades based on a news item or technical pattern. With this
timely guide, and its companion video, you'll learn exactly how to use weeklys to make more
money from option selling strategies and how to make less expensive bets on short-term
market moves. Written by Russell Rhoads, a top instructor at the CBOE's Options Institute,
Trading Weekly Options + Video skillfully explains the unique pricing and behavioral
characteristics of weekly options and shows how to take advantage of those unique features
using traditional option strategies. The first book and video combination product focused solely
on weekly options Outlines the most effective trading strategies associated with weekly
options, including taking advantage of the accelerating time-decay curve when an option
approaches expiration Filled with the practical, real-world insights of author Russell Rhoads, an
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expert in this field Created with both the experienced and beginning option traders in mind, this
book and video package will help you make the most of your time trading weekly options.
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